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About This Game

It is 2070. A company specialized in robotics has developed artificial intelligence AJ version 1.0.
It is the first stable version since the beginning of this project.

Without hesitation the company launched the first trial of its operating system.

You are about to settle into a role of this piece of artificial intelligence named Android John.
He does not understand who he is or where he is.

But he has a goal. Somewhere in the sector C there is another Android called Sandra who was rendered inoperative due to
unknown reasons.

You need to reach sector C and find Sandra in order to accomplish the recovery process.
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Title: Android John
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Recreat4
Publisher:
Virtuactions
Release Date: 29 Jun, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/8.1/10

Processor: 2.0 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel 4000

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 850 MB available space

English
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Of all Q2-Engine games this will remain the last unfinished for me. The concept is great, however even due to nice patching of
the community and running on modern hardware, there are plenty of annoying flaws, which makes this one really unenjoyable
for me.

1. Mouse speedup random. look to any direction a little faster and see how you do all of a sudden 90\u00b0 view changes
2. Leveldesign: Meh, just meh. Remember, when I read in the 90s, that from 2nd stage (greece), it becomes better. Indeed a
little, but after nice 3-4 levels again we are stuck in a "find the 5th f*cking key" pleb.
3. your partners are always stuck. everywhere. it sucks. I mean - i know i could disable this in v1.3, so just me and the game. but
hey, that is how it was designed...
4. enemy location: open a door, boom you are dead, go with a lift: boom you are dead. at least, at times you get squished by
some automated door, when you try to get your partner....

no, I gave this a big chance to win my heart and complete the q2 era. but I won't and John Romero should really be ashamed for
this title, which made it clear, that he was not the genius, people made him back then.. Underhero is a hidden gem with some
rough edges. At its heart, it is an adventure platformer that also uses an active "turn"-based combat system inspired by the Paper
Mario series.

The game sets up the trope of rescuing a princess but completely subverts it as you end up playing as an underling that works for the
villain. You are tasked with the typical RPG quest of finding the bosses of specific areas before returning to your own boss and
continuing the next step of your quest.

Each world involves platforming and some switch-based puzzles to explore as you navigate your way through mostly maze-like
areas of halls or pathways. I would say that the weakest aspect of the game is its organization\/layout for the worlds, as it can get
quite confusing just for the sake of being confusing. Regardless, I still managed to navigate most areas without looking up extra
info, but I had to keep track a lot. Just remember to check every direction you can go, and if you are going to leave or quit the game
during the middle of a section, try to write down where you've been. It's best to finish all of a particular section before moving onto
another one.

Whenever you encounter an enemy in the game, you trigger a battle. The combat system is both active and turn-based (sort of).
Essentially, you have a stamina bar that is used whenever you perform actions. You can perform actions whenever you want
without waiting, but if the stamina is gone, you have to wait for it to refill. Using up too much stamina staggers you and leaves you
open to attacks. On the other hand, the enemies tend to follow a pattern of attacking you once every few seconds, so you can
usually get a couple of attacks in.

Your actions involve the following: sword (normal) attacks, slingshot (ranged) attacks, hammer (strong) attacks, as well as using
your shield, jumping or crouching, and also bribing enemies (when possible). If you bribe enemies with enough money, you
immediately finish without having to fight them, but you also gain less XP than if you defeated them.

Using your shield allows you to either block or parry. Blocking is just holding up the shield to wait for an attack; you don't take
damage, but the shield loses from its own "health" bar which has to be repaired eventually. But parrying is to bring the shield up the
moment an attack will land on you; that will stun the enemy and the shield isn't hurt at all. Plus, if you parry projectiles, you reflect
them back. Parrying is actually essential to defeating a few enemy types, particularly spiders, because they stay away from you and
shoot projectiles repeatedly.

Besides the above, you also have the ability to use Potions for healing in battle. And for something different, you can actually talk
to enemies so long as you haven't hit them yet. Sometimes it's useless, and sometimes they will give you a hint.

Leveling up lets you choose to increase your HP, your attack power, or your stamina. The biggest issue I had with the combat is that
it can be slow because the stamina bar doesn't refill that fast. Because of that, I ended up increasing my stamina for the first few
levels, then focused on attack power. Generally speaking, I didn't think leveling up HP was as important, at least not via the XP
way. There's no defense stat, so enemies will always hit you the same, and I found it more important to buy Potion and HP
upgrades from a shop in the castle. It's simply better to learn enemy patterns and block\/parry, because regardless of how much HP
you have, it can actually be pretty easy to die late in the game without a lot of Potions.
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The story gets a bit interesting towards the end and throws a curveball twist at you, but it's mainly just there for the sake of being a
twist. Yet it was still interesting and added extra dimension to the game.

One other part that I think was weak was that the game got a bit repetitive in the last act. After you finished the last "world", the
game has you return to the first 2 worlds and talk to the bosses again, which mostly just wasted time. And afterwards, it has you go
through the final section of the game which is split up into parts that just mimic the area design from the worlds you already
finished, filling it up with non-mandatory battles. I feel like this part could've simply been cut and it would've made more sense to
immediately have the last "world" lead into the endgame.

With that said, I hope these developers are doing alright because they definitely have some strengths shown by the game. It was a
fun experience overall and I'd say it's worth a try from most people.. It's rough around the edges (clunky animations, annoying
music, not the smoothest controls) but I like the blend of stealth heisting in third person. Especially in co-op it is fun. Add to this the
snarky british gangster tone and you got a indie diamond in the rough worth its price of admission.. Super fast paced platformer.
I'd say this game was pretty much made for speedrunning.
Your objective is to simply make it from point A to point B, while jumping / sliding / shooting, stomping or launching yourself to
break walls.. Love this old gem. Hopefully there will be Orcs must die 4
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Tanya in my opinion was the worst character, thematically in this Mortal Kombat. She plays decently, but I would only
recommend her if you are a fan of playing characters like Mileena, Raiden, or Kitana. The game itself is better than Advanced
Warfare. The game isn't bad because of the game itself. The problem lies within the community. The community is too stupid to
realise that Team Deathmatch isnt the only gamemode the game has to offer. Zombies is nice though.. Flying over Far East
ASIA is more Interesting more Exciting!
a little error like the paces of some hoses around airport......(but it very rare case...)
My home town is more realistic....so, I enjoy Flying This Toposim place.. MUST PLAY ON ULTRA OR YOU DO THIS
GAME DISERVICE ITS \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING GLORIOUS. An unusually fine sense of flow makes this semi-runner
stand out. I say "semi-runner" because while the game encourages players to blow through its tiny stages as quickly as possible, there
is usually the option to slow down and sip the chamomile -- except in the pell-mell Kilo the dog stages, which operate on another set
of rules. If you play merely to beat the game, it may seem far too short for its price; keep in mind that all achievements are
perfectly attainable with a modicum of patience, and that shooting for that hundred-percent -- practicing the stages repeatedly and
learning the secret flow of each -- will win you the maximum amount of fun (and hours).

I hate speedrunning in general, but love games like Miles & Kilo and Mighty Switch Force. What a paradox, eh?. I have never
reviewed a game before, burt felt that I had to with this one.
God's Basement is a beautifully atmospheric, creepy, and deep horror game with a fantastic story and satisfying ending.
For every moment that you are in this game there is the feeling of building tension, danger and the unraveling of a deeper
narrative.
I highly recommend to anyone that likes creepy story driven games.

Well done Erebus!!!. For both PC and VR (yes, you can play it without having VR). Loving this game so far. Easy to pick up and
understand but has some deeper strategies to playing. Really fun and engaging.. You get to kill ALOT of reds
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